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The microstructure of mechanically alloyed Mo-Si-B materials of different 
compositions has been studied by X-ray diffraction and FIB-tomography. 
Three different phases were found in all alloys: α-Mo solid solution, T2-
phase (Mo5SiB2-type) and A15-phase (Mo3Si). The Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-
8B (at%) alloys reveal a continuous morphology of the α-Mo phase. In Mo-
9Si-8B the α-Mo phase is distributed more homogeneously compared to the 
Mo-6Si-5B alloy. In contrast, Mo-13Si-12B does not possess a continuous 
α-Mo-phase. The consequences for the mechanical properties and oxidation 
resistance are discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

The use of Ni-base superalloys in stationary and aircraft turbines is restricted to temperatures 
below about 1150 °C [1]. The design of structural materials with service temperatures well 
above that of nickel-base superalloys requires the melting point of these new structural 
materials to exceed appreciably that of nickel base superalloys. Moreover, the oxidation 
resistance and fracture toughness must be sufficiently high. Mo-Si-B alloys are promising 
candidates for many of such high temperature applications [2]. Berczik [3,4] established Mo-
Si-B alloys containing a α-Mo solid solution phase, Mo5SiB2 phase (known as T2 phase) and 
Mo3Si phase. The T2-phase is tetragonal, while Mo3Si exhibits the cubic A15 structure. The 
α-Mo phase is known to be fairly ductile while both T2 and A15 phases are brittle [1]. The T2 
phase reveals reasonable oxidation resistance [5]. Thus, at temperatures above 1000°C the 
diffusion of Si and B to the surface is decisive for the formation of a dense, protective 
borosilicate glass surface layer which limits the diffusion pathways of oxygen from the 
surface into the bulk [6]. The distances between the T2-precipitates should therefore be 
sufficiently small to allow for the creation of a continuous borosilicate glass surface layer.  

Mo-Si-B alloys having potential as ultra-high-temperature structural materials can be 
designed with microstructures containing either individual α-Mo particles or a continuous α-
Mo phase [7]. On the one hand, for good oxidation resistance, a discontinuous α-Mo phase is 
more appropriate to avoid extensive mass loss by formation of MoO3 [6]. Assuming a two 
phase system where individual α-Mo particles are embedded in a continuous Mo5SiB2 matrix 
phase provides reasonable oxidation resistance but poor ductility. In the second case, the 
continuous α-Mo phase ensures a higher ductility and fracture toughness, but the oxidation 
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resistance is expected to be poor. Hence, the various requirements are in conflict with each 
other. On the other hand, if the spacing between the individual Mo5SiB2 particles decreases 
down to the scale of dislocation pile-ups due to a reduction of the volume fraction of the α-
Mo phase, the mechanical properties are expected to change [8]. Both the oxidation resistance 
and the mechanical properties thus depend sensitively on the microstructure of the alloy [9] 
which is determined by the composition and the processing mode.  

Two-dimensional analysis cannot provide reliable information about phase distribution and 
contiguity. We therefore studied the microstructure of three Mo-Si-B alloys of different 
composition by focused ion beam (FIB) - tomography. In combination with appropriate 
visualization software this technique allows obtaining 3-dimensional information about the 
microstructure of the material with sufficiently high resolution of less than 20 nm [10].    

 

2. Experimental 

Three alloys of different compositions (Mo-6Si-5B, Mo-9Si-8B and Mo13-Si-12B in at%) 
were produced by powder metallurgy. The elemental powders were milled in a planetary ball-
mill for 20 h with 200 rpm in order to achieve a homogeneous distribution of elements as well 
as the formation of a Mo-Si-B solid solution (a more detailed description of the mechanical 
alloying process of Mo-Si-B alloys is given in [11]). Afterwards, the material was isostatically 
pressed at room temperature in order to increase the mass density and to decrease the number 
of pores. During the subsequent pressure-less sintering process the material was consolidated 
at 1600°C. Residual pores were closed during subsequent hot isostatic pressing at 1500°C and 
200 MPa in order to increase the mass density and to improve the mechanical properties. 
Residual porosity was measured to be below 1% [11]. 

Cubes were cut out of the alloys and subsequently ground and polished. In order to obtain a 
good contrast for a scanning electron microscope (SEM) each surface was etched in 
Murakami’s reagent resulting in the removal of the T2- and A15- phases [12, 13]. The etched 
specimens were then fixed with conductive silver on a holder and transferred into the SEM.  

Tomographic data sets were obtained in a focused ion beam (FIB, Zeiss 1540 Crossbeam) by 
serial sectioning. The material was removed with a Ga-ion beam. The optimum beam current 
and voltage of the Ga-beam were 500 pA and 30 kV, respectively, while the cutting depth was 
70 µm. Use of these parameters prevented the occurrence of the curtaining effect, i.e., the 
irregular removal of material. The SEM micrographs were recorded using a voltage of 5 kV. 
A secondary electron (SE) - detector or an energy and angle selective backscatter electron 
(EsB) – detector were used to scan the surface of etched and un-etched specimens, 
respectively. More than 200 sections were recorded for each tomogram. In order to correct the 
drift of the micrograph during the recording of the tomogram, we used a pore on the top 
surface of the specimen as a marker to shift each micrograph to the correct position (see Fig. 
1). The shift of the electron beam in lateral direction due to slice cutting during recording of 
the tomogram (see Fig. 1) was calculated and subsequently corrected with the program 
“Image J”. Boolean images were then created by the use of appropriate ranges for the gray 
values which were 0-159 and 160-155 to determine the volume fraction of T2+A15 phases 
and α-Mo, respectively. Some measurements performed on Mo-13Si-12B were carried out 
utilizing a different detector. In this case the corresponding gray values were 0-50 and 100-
255 for the T2 and A15 phases and the α-Mo phase, respectively. The figures were further 
processed with the software program “VG-Studiomax”. Sectioning of the volume allows for 
the display of the individual phases and the determination of their volume fractions. From the 
series of SEM micrographs, a 3-dimensional representation of the investigated volume was 
generated by interpolation, also by “VG-Studiomax”. The results were verified by the 
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software program “Avizo”. This program uses the “labelling by reconstruction” technique, 
based on the “neighbourhood-algorithm” [14]. This algorithm comprises neighbouring voxels 
with the same gray scale to local objects. Non-continuous ranges were identified and marked 
by colours.  

X-ray diffraction spectra were recorded in a Bruker D8 diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. 
The measured spectra were analysed with the software program “EVA”.  

 

3. Results 

Figs. 2a-c show XRD spectra of the non-etched alloys Mo-6Si-5B, Mo-9Si-8B and Mo-13Si-
12B. All three alloys reveal Bragg reflections that can be assigned to one of the three phases, 
α-Mo, T2-phase or A-15-phase. The different intensities of the Bragg-reflections for the 
different alloys are in qualitative agreement with the volume fractions of the phases expected 
from the alloy compositions.  

The XRD spectra of the alloys Mo-6Si-5B, Mo-9Si-8B and Mo-13Si-12B after etching with 
Murakami’s reagent are depicted in Figs. 2d-f. In Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B, only the 
reflections of the α-Mo phase are visible while in the Mo-13Si-12B alloy the Bragg-
reflections of all three phases α-Mo, T2-phase and A15-phase are present. The intensities of 
the reflections belonging to the A15- and T2- phase after etching are smaller than the 
corresponding intensities of the non-etched specimen. Obviously, both the T2- and the A15-
phases have been totally removed from the surface of Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B alloy by 
etching on a depth scale of several µm. In the Mo-13Si-12B alloy, the T2- and A15- phases 
have been etched until saturation of the etching solution was reached, resulting in individual 
α-Mo-rich areas that protrude above the surface and the surrounding matrix consisting of 
mainly T2- and A15-phases (see Fig. 3).  

The reconstructed volume of the α-Mo-phase in the etched Mo-6Si-5B alloy is shown in Fig. 
4a. The analysis of the subsequent sections of the tomogram yields a continuous α-phase. The 
A15- and T2-phases have both been dissolved during etching and can therefore not be 
distinguished in the tomogram. In the following, they will be denoted as “T2+A15” phase. 
Together they have a largely continuous morphology (see Fig. 4b). The volume fractions of 
the phases are listed in Table 1. The distribution of the phases in Mo-6Si-5B alloy seems to be 
heterogeneous in the small volume element investigated by FIB tomography.  

Compared to the Mo-6Si-5B alloy, the distribution of phases in the Mo-9Si-8B alloy is more 
homogeneous (see Fig. 5a). Both α-Mo and T2+A15 phases are continuous as can be seen 
from Fig. 5b. The volume fractions of the α-Mo and the T2+A15 phases are nearly identical 
(see Table 1).  

The reconstructed volume of the α-Mo phase recorded in the Mo-poor areas of Mo-13Si-12B 
alloy (see Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 6a. A detailed analysis of the cut segments of Fig. 6a 
reveals a discontinuous α-Mo-phase. The phase distribution of α-Mo is rather heterogeneous 
and the size varies strongly from particle to particle, see Fig. 6b.  

Fig. 7 reveals the reconstructed volume of the etched Mo-13Si-12B alloy recorded in the Mo-
rich area of Fig. 3.  In this area the volume fraction of the α-Mo phase is 89 vol. %. This 
value is even larger than the mean values measured in the Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B alloys 
(see Table 1). Furthermore, within the analysed volume the distribution of the T2+A15 phase 
is heterogeneous (see Fig. 7b).  
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4. Discussion 

A comparison of the three alloys shows that the volume fraction of α-Mo decreases with 
increasing content of Si and B (see Table 1). The volume fractions of α-Mo in the Mo-9Si-8B 
and Mo-6Si-5B alloy agree well with the values based on SEM investigations reported by 
Heilmaier et al. [15] for alloys of the same composition. Because of the heterogeneous 
microstructure of alloy Mo-13Si-12B the values of the volume fraction of α−Mo depend on 
the area where the tomography has been recorded. The volume fraction of α-Mo obtained 
from the measurements in the Μο−rich areas is high (89%) while the value determined in the 
surrounding matrix is low (14%). Taking into account the volume fraction of the Μο−rich 
area (~ 5%) determined by analysis of the areas of the phases leads to a mean volume fraction 
of α-Mo of 17%. This value is appreciably smaller than the value of 30% reported by 
Heilmaier et al. [15]. This discrepancy might lie in the heterogeneity of the alloy which could 
be caused by insufficient homogenization of the powder particles after 20 hours of milling. 
The specimen volumes analysed in this work are sufficiently large to provide representative 
values for the whole specimen if the material is homogeneous, but are too small to provide an 
average value if the material is heterogeneous as it is the case for the Mo-13Si-12B alloy.  

A nearly homogeneous phase distribution could only be detected in the Mo-9Si-8B alloy. At 
low Si and B content the α-Mo phase dominates the microstructure while at high Si and B 
content the T2+A15 phases are dominant. The Mo-13Si-12B alloy shows non-continuous α-
Mo in some parts of the sample. The α-particles are distributed inhomogeneously and are 
very different from each other in size and morphology.   

An alloy with non-continuous microstructure similar to that of Mo-13Si-12B was reported by 
Schneibel et al. [9]. In that alloy, α-Mo particles of 21 vol. % are embedded in a T2+A15 
matrix. A low fracture toughness of 4.1 MPa m1/2 was reported [8] for that alloy in agreement 
with predictions derived from the microstructure. In the reconstructed tomogram of our alloy 
non-continuous areas of α-Mo with a volume fraction of 14% embedded in a T2+A15 matrix 
are visible. We therefore also expect a low fracture toughness for our Mo-13Si-12B alloy. For 
continuous α-Mo with 40% volume fraction a distinct increase in fracture toughness 
compared to the alloy with 21% α-Mo phase has been found [8]. An even higher fracture 
toughness can be expected for the Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B alloy in which the volume 
fraction of α-Mo is even larger than 50% (see Table 1).   

Both monolithic phases Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2 were shown to reveal high creep resistance at 
elevated temperatures [16,17] The creep resistance of Mo-Si-B multiphase alloys depends 
sensitively on the microstructure and on the volume fraction of the α-Mo phase [6,9]. A small 
volume fraction (21%) of the non-continuous α-Mo phase yields a high creep resistance [6].  
The presence of a continuous α-Mo phase would lower the creep resistance of the material, as 
one might suppose that the T2 and A15 phase would play a minor role in the deformation of 
the composite material due to the presence of a deformable α-Mo phase [6]. A non-
continuous α-Mo phase was detected for a Mo-13Si-12B alloy. Therefore, a high creep 
resistance can be expected for this alloy. Contrary to Mo-13Si-12B, the continuous α-Mo-
phase found in alloys Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B points to a reduced creep resistance though 
their creep resistance was found to be still superior to the current state of the art nickel-base 
single crystal superalloy CMSX 4 [18].  

For a high oxidation resistance a small volume fraction of α-Mo is advantageous. This is due 
to the fact that α-Mo forms a volatile oxide (MoO3) [6]. A continuous α-Mo-phase would 
therefore cause a larger loss of mass, while for a non-continuous α-phase the mass loss would 
be smaller, as particles far from the surface are shielded by the surrounding T2+A15 matrix. 
The T2 phase forms a B2O3 layer on the surface which acts as a diffusion barrier for oxygen, 
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and therefore prevents further oxidation [6]. For the Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B alloys, a 
smaller oxidation resistance can therefore be expected due to the high volume fraction of the 
α-phase. However, recent results on a composition of Mo-9Si-8B with several microalloying 
additions such as for instance Zr show encouraging results [19]: due to the fineness of the 
microstructure the Mo loss can be controlled and remains on a very low level. 

Unlike the alloys Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B, the microstructure of the Mo-13Si-12B alloy 
consists of small α-Mo precipitates embedded in the T2+A15 matrix. This microstructure 
suggests that the oxidation resistance of this alloy is relatively high.  

 

5. Summary and Conclusions  

The microstructure of three Mo-Si-B alloys has been examined by X-ray diffraction and FIB-
tomography using the serial sectioning technique. The continuity of the α-Mo-phase and of 
the T2 + A15 phases has been determined by 3-dimensional analysis of the FIB-tomograms. 
The α-phase and the volumes containing both the T2 + A15 phases were found to be 
continuous in both the alloys Mo-6Si-5B and Mo-9Si-8B while in the Mo-13Si-12B the α-
Mo-phase is not continuous. Furthermore, in the latter alloy the microstructure was found to 
be heterogeneous. As a consequence, the volume fractions of the α-phase (and of the 
complementary combined T2 + A15 phases) measured in different areas of the Mo-13Si-12B 
alloy differed appreciably. An optimum compromise between high temperature creep and 
oxidation resistance as well as ambient temperature toughness, thus, requires a judicious 
balance between microstructural scale, volume fraction and contiguity of the Mo solid 
solution phase. 
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Fig. 1: SEM of Mo-6Si-5B alloy recorded after the first (a) and last (b) cut of the tomogram of 
the Mo-6Si-5B alloy. 
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Fig. 2: XRD spectra of Mo-6Si-5B (top), Mo-9Si-8B(middle) and Mo-13Si-12B(bottom) 
alloy in the as-polished condition (a-c) and after etching with Murakami’s solution (d-f). 
 

a) d) 

b) e) 

c) f) 
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Fig. 3: Micrograph of the Mo-13Si-12B alloy after etching with Murakami’s reagent. The 
marked areas are α-Mo-rich areas that were hardly etched by the Murakami’s reagent.  
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Fig. 4: Reconstructed volume of the α-Mo-phase (a) and of the complementary T2 + A15-
phases (b) in the Mo-6Si-5B alloy. The yellow range in (a) denotes the surface. The dark 
ranges are caused by shadow effects and show the α-Mo-phase. The T2 + A15 phase is 

coloured dark blue while its surface is light blue.  
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Fig. 5: Same as Fig. 4 for Mo-9Si-8B alloy. 
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Fig. 6: Reconstructed volume of the α-Mo-phase (a) and of the complementary T2+A15-
phases (b) of the Mo-13Si-12B alloy. The yellow range in (a) denotes the α-phase, the surface 
is indicated by bright yellow colour. The T2+A15 phases in (b) are indicated by dark blue 
colour while their surface is light blue. 
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Fig. 7: Reconstructed volume of the Mo-rich area of the Mo-13Si-12B alloy marked in Fig. 3. 
The α-Mo-phase is depicted in yellow colour (a) while the T2+A15-phases in (b) are dark 
blue. The surface of T2+A15 is displayed in light blue. 

a) b) 
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Table 1. Total volume and volume fractions of α-Mo and T2+A15 phases determined in this 
work and given by Heilmaier et al (Ref. 15) 
 

alloy Total volume 
( µm3) 

α-Mo  
(µm3) 

T2+A15 
(µm3) 

α-Mo  
( %) 

T2+A15 
(%) 

Mo-6Si-5B 8517 6224 2229 73 (this work) 27 
Mo-6Si-5B    70 (Ref. 14)  
Mo-9Si-8B 8792 4914 3878 56 (this work) 44 
Mo-9Si-8B    55 (Ref. 14)  

Mo-13Si-12B 
In matrix, Fig. 2 

2988 406 2582 14 (this work) 86 

Mo-13Si-12B 
In Mo-rich 

areas at Fig. 4 
9636 8599 1037 89 (this work) 11 

Mo-13Si-12B    30 (Ref. 14)  
 
 


